
The Modernist Heritage Is Not Liquid 

Embrice joins the international outcry for the slated demolition of the Y-Block in Oslo 

(arch. Erling Viksjø, 1969) decorated with murals designed by Picasso and once 

destined to government offices. The Picasso mural is supposed to be relocated and 

restored, but according to the daughter of Picasso’s collaborator Carl Nesjar who 

executed the murals, “Nobody has explained how they will do it. The art is the wall.” 

The state of dereliction of the building, which also suffered from the 2011 terrorist 

attack, implies maintenance costs that have become unsustainable, according to 

government sources. Therefore, we join the disapproval about the fate of the great 

modernist works of architecture, as was highlighted by Europa Nostra among others. 

They included the building, which owes its name to the shape of its floorplan, in the 

Shortlist of the 7 most endangered sites of the European modernist heritage. 

In fact, the Oslo mural is not alone. Another stunning mural (in Hull, U.K.), has recently 

been in the limelight. Right these days, the demolition of the ‘Italian Theatre’ in Tirana 

was brought to completion, razing a fine example of Rationalist architecture designed 

by architect Giulio Bertè. The attention of experts and connoisseurs toward Brutalist 

buildings, shut down and abandoned if not slated for demolition throughout East 

Europe, is steadily on the rise. 

While modernist and brutalist architectures are now looked at in a different, fresh 

way, there is also a heightened perception of the risks of extensive urban 

transformation. In Europe, London paved the way with the Docklands since the last 

decade of the 20th century, while citizens’ associations are currently fighting to 

preserve their neighbourhood or their social housing estate; Rome followed with the 

case of its industrial port; Embrice itself took a stand with an exhibition on Julio 

Lafuente’s Grandstand, possibly contributing to its salvation. 

In East Europe, the subject is very sensitive. That architectural style is loathed as it is 

associated with the oppression of the Soviet regime. The same mistake, literally, that 

people do when equating Rationalist architecture with Fascism. The failure in 

aesthetic appreciation is accompanied by a feeling of shame and desire for 

vindication. In the Western world, a different discourse is taking place, that the 

philosopher Zygmunt Bauman had very well pinpointed through the notion of liquid 

society. For example, the relocation option, financed by sponsors, of the Oslo building 

is unlikely to come true. This kind of society believes blindly in the concepts of “erase 

and rewind.” 

Bauman left behind a fair amount of reflections to carry on. One of the consequences 

of the constant flow of changes in this historical period is the need of finding a place 

for man in this ‘liquid continuum,’ which causes alienation from experience, from 

tradition, and from the culture of preservation. Because of this fluidity, memories, 

instead of following one another, are erased and replaced. The bases of cultural 

processes are subject to sudden, unexpected metamorphoses. Society moves on 

relentlessly, not recklessly, and yet incapable of halting the fluidity of change that 

sweeps it over. However, erasure implies making our own cultural journey 

fragmentary and indecipherable; it enables us to cope with the spur or need of the 
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moment, at the price of undermining the symbols of experiences, stories, and events. 

The lyric “erase and rewind” from a song of The Cardigans is well fitting as symbol of 

a quest for utopias to which contemporaneity has given illusions of answers. So we 

witnessed a transition of the world from immutable, dominated by nature, to 

interactive and plunging into its own distortion. But we still deal with it like children, 

trusting that our work will be an indestructible castle. 
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